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ON MIXED VOLUMES OF NONCONVEX SETS

WOLFGANG WEIL

ABSTRACT. Mixed volumes have been extended to nonconvex sets by

several authorsa  It is shown that in any such extension at least one essen-

tial property of mixed volumes is lost.

Introduction.  Investigating the interrelations between volume and vector

addition of convex bodies in Euclidean ci-space  E  , one is led, in a very

natural way, to the notion of mixed volume, which is fundamental in the

Brunn-Minkowski theory of convex bodies.  For nonconvex subsets of  E    the

connections between measurability and Lebesgue measure on one hand, and

vector addition on the other, seem to be much less clear-cut, as is indicated,

for instance, by some examples due to Sierpinski [6] and Henstock-Macbeath

[5].  However, natural extensions of mixed volumes to certain nonconvex sets

have been proposed in the literature, see Geppert [4], Blaschke [2], Berwald-

Varga [l].  The purpose of this note is to show that in any such extension the

mixed volume necessarily loses at least one of its essential properties.

I wish to thank Professor R. Schneider for several useful suggestions.

1.   Statement of the Theorem.   Let H denote the set of all convex bodies

in E     and let H     be the <i-fold Cartesian product.   For  K, L C E    the vec=

tor sum  K + L  is defined by  K + L - \z £ E   \ z = x + y, x £ K, y £ L\.   For

M C Ed let HM  be the set of all sum-sets L + K, K e H, L = M or fOL  and

let HM   be the d-(old Cartesian product.   conv/Vf  and bdM  denote the convex

hull and the boundary of the set M C E   • X is the Lebesgue measure.   The

multiple  aM, a> 0,  of a set M C E     is defined in the usual manner,  aM =

\z £ E   I z - ax, x e M\.

The mixed volume   V is a real-valued function on Hd which is uniquely

determined by the following three properties (see [3]):

(1) V(K_, K) = X(K) for all  K e H,

(2) V is additive in each variable, that is

V(Kv„..,K._vK.+ K;,K.+l,...,Kd)

= ViK1,..,,K._vKj,K. + 1,...,Kd)

+ ViKl,...,Kj_l,K'j,K.+l.Kd),
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for all  Kj,..., K._v K., K'.. K. + y..., Kd £ H, and all / £ \l.d\,

(3)  V  is symmetric in all variables.

Other properties, such as nonnegativity, continuity, monotony, etc. can

be derived from (1), (2), and (3).

Trivially, the mixed volume can be extended to  Hv.   for certain measur-

able, nonconvex subsets  M of sets   K £ H  with  M/M) = X(K). Also, an exten-

sion is possible if  M  is unbounded and  V  is allowed to take the value + oo.

Therefore, we focus our attention on compact sets  M.

Theorem.   Let M  be a nonvoid, compact subset of E    and V a real-

valued function on Hy.  with the following two properties:

(A)  V(L, .... L) = X(L) for all LeH^,

(5)   V  is additive in each variable.

Then M   is a convex body.

Let us remark that, by multilinear extension, mixed volumes can be de-

fined for elements of the vector space generated by the cone  H  (see [7]).

This is a useful method to prove properties of convex bodies.  However, it is

not possible to find a geometric representation of differences of convex

bodies.  The definition of supportable sets in [4] seems to be a natural inter-

pretation of certain differences of convex bodies, but the addition which is

used in [4] and which is induced by the addition of the support functions is

not vector addition.

2. Addition of convex hulls.  The proof of the theorem is based on the

following two results which state that, starting from a compact set  M, we

can get a convex one by adding a certain multiple of the convex hull of  M.

For properties of convex bodies which we use in the following we refer to [3].

Proposition 1.   For K £ H  we have  K + bd K = 2K.

Proof.   As is well known, convex sets   K satisfy  K + K = 2K.   Thus, we

have  K + bd K C 2K.   On the other hand, for x £ K, let l(x) be the line

through  x and the origin (or any line through  x if x is the origin).  The in-

tersection  l(x) n K is a segment  [x , x ] = convjx , x   \ with suitable  x„

x    £ Ed.  Because of l(x) n 2K = 2[xj, x2] and l(x) nbdK=U1, x2i we

derive from

(6) [xj, x2] + jxj, x2\ = 2[xj, x2]

that  x + x £ K + bd K.   But (6) follows by an easy computation.

Proposition 2.   For compact  M C E    we have

M + (2d - 1) conv M = 2d conv M.

Proof.  We use induction.  The assertion is obvious for d = 1   in view of

Proposition 1.
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For d > 1  we consider the set M   = M + (2   ~    — l)conv/M, which is com-

pact.  For a compact set  L C E    and a unit vector  u £ E     the support set

L(u) is defined by  L(a) = E(a) n L, where  £(a) is the supporting hyperplane

of  L  with outer unit normal  a.   As is well known, the support sets of a vec-

tor sum equal the vector sums of the corresponding support sets.  Applied to

M , this yields

MAu) = M(u) + (2d~l - l)(conv M)(u).

By the definition of the convex hull we have (conv M)(u) = conv/M(a).  M(u)

has dimension at most  d — 1  and hence, by the inductive assumption,

M'(u) = M(u) + (2d~l - 1) conv M(u) = 2d~X conv M(a).

Thus, if we form the union over all unit vectors   a,

UM'(a) = 2rf-1bd(conv M),

and because of M + (2    - l)conv M = U! + 2        conv M, we get

2d~ J conv M + 2d~1 bd (conv M) C M + (2d - l) conv M

C conv M + (2d - 1) conv M = 2d conv M.

In view of Proposition 1 we conclude  M + (2    - l)conv/M = 2   conv M.

3. Proof of the Theorem.  We show that

(7) V(M, ... , M)= V(conv M, . . . , conv M,  M, ._. . , M)

T '        d-j
for all  / e {0,.. . , d\.  Suppose (7) is true for a  j £ \0,. .. , d - l\.  We show

that it is true for  7 + 1, using (5) and Proposition 2:

V(M, . .. , M) = V(conv M, ... , conv M,  M, ._..  , M)

;' a"-/

= V(conv M, . . . , conv M,  M + (2d -  l) conv M,  M,  ... , M)

- V(conv M, . . . , conv M, (2^ - l) conv M, <M, .. . , M)

;' d-j-l~

= V(conv M, .. . , conv M,  2d conv M, M, . .. , M)

"~7 ~ </-y-i"

- V(conv M, ... ,  conv M, (2d - l) conv M,  M, . . . , M)

j d-j-l

=  V(conv M.conv M,  M.M).

7+1     ' ""     d-j-l
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In case  / = d, (7) implies, in view of (4), X(M) - A(conv M).  As  M  is com-

pact we conclude  M = conv M, provided  X(M) 4 0. If a(/M) = MconvM) = 0, we

take a lower dimensional cube  C orthogonal to  M  such that M   = M + C has

full dimension.  Repeating the proof for  M , we conclude  A(M ) = A(convM')

/ 0.  Thus, M + C = M' = conv M   = convM + C, which implies  M = convM.

This completes the proof of the Theorem.
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